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Abstract

The self-consistent generation of realistic plate tectonics from man-
tle convection is a long-standing problem in geophysics. In this paper, I
will demonstrate how improvements in computational mantle convection
simulations allow for more realistic plate-like metrics. I run the finite-
element code CitcomS on a spherical annular domain to study incom-
pressible, viscoplastic mantle convection for Earth-like planets. I perform
high-resolution runs to investigate constant yield stress models at high
mantle Rayleigh numbers from 106 to 108 and with a viscosity contrast
of 105. I find no episodic models for ∆η = 105 and find also that the
plate-like/stagnant transition remains at a 60-80 MPa independent of Ra,
lower than the ∆η = 104 transition of 150-250 MPa in Ref [FB09]. I
further find that the toroidal-poloidal ratio increases as a function of Ra,
averaging 0.5-0.6 for some models, higher than the 0.4-0.5 seen in previ-
ous works [FB09][Tac00b]. Plateness does not increase significantly with
either viscosity contrast or Ra.

1 Introduction

Work has been done over the last few decades to understand the physical pro-
cesses which give rise to plate tectonics, the motion of rigid plates on the Earth’s
surface over timescales of hundreds of millions of years. Despite being well un-
derstood as the surface expression of convection of the mantle, plate tectonics
is difficult to recreate in numerical models self-consistently, i.e. without direct
imposition of faults at boundaries. The complexity of the Earth system gives
rise to behaviour unlike simple viscous convection, including a great deal strike-
slip (horizontal, not converging or diverging) motion and one-sided sheet-like
downwellings, as opposed to the symmetric downwellings often seen in models.
The viscosity law (rheology) of the rock almost fully determines the style of
convection.

In this paper, I try to balance the relevance of the mantle convection problem
to the Earth and similar planets against the desire to produce broadly applicable
results. To that end, the models presented here are simplified compared to the
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Earth system. For most parameters I use Earth-like values, except when in
conflict with numerical limitations. However, the rock rheology is simplified.
In this way, the generic nature of mantle convection can be studied without
the results being overly specific to the Earth itself. Despite these limitations,
numerical modeling of mantle convection is widely agreed to be a valid method
of research [Tac00b]. Numerical models allow the test of hypotheses about the
underlying physics of convection. The physical basis of the governing equations
and the success of recreating behaviour similar to the real world supports the
use of models.

2 Model Setup and Equations of Motion

I use the incompressible viscoplastic finite-element convection code CitcomS to
solve for conservation of momentum, mass, and energy on a spherical annular
domain. I run models with pure internal heating, an Arrhenius viscosity law,
and pseudo-plastic yielding to produce plate-like behaviour. I explore a range
of Rayleigh numbers, yield stresses, and viscosity contrasts.

2.1 Relationship to Rayleigh-Bénard Convection

Rayleigh-Bénard convection is the general process of fluid convecting heat from
a warm base to a cold top. It is described by coupling the conservation of mass
and momentum in the Navier-Stokes equations to the conservation of energy in
the heat equation. The Navier-Stokes equations are a set of partial differential
equations which describe the continuum motion of fluids. They encapsulate pro-
cesses ranging from velocity advection to Coriolis acceleration and are in general
very difficult to solve analytically and numerically. Fortunately for our purposes,
the mantle flows very slowly and operates under the infinite-Prandtl number as-
sumption. The Prandtl number results from the non-dimensionalization of the
Navier-Stokes equations and is defined as the ratio of momentum diffusivity to
thermal diffusivity. The infinite-Prandtl number assumption is the limit of the
Boussinesq approximation (eq. 3) to standard Rayleigh-Bénard convection and
implies a negligible Reynolds number [Wan04]. This means the velocity field is
entirely dependent on the temperature field [DC01] and that velocity advection
and Coriolis forces can be neglected [Wan04][DC01].

2.2 Stokes Flow

By assuming the Prandtl number to be infinite, the Navier-Stokes equations
reduce to the Stokes equation (eq. 1), which models creeping flow [Mor+14]
[Ric07][ZGM98]. In this treatment, I ignore the compressibility of the mantle,
leading to the second equation, which states that the divergence of the velocity
field is zero (eq. 2).
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−∇P +∇ ·
(
η(∇u +∇uT − 2

3
(∇ · u)I))

)
−∆ρgr̂ = 0 (1)

∇ · u = 0 (2)

The Stokes equation can also be derived from a balance of forces acting on
a small fluid parcel in the mantle [Ric07]. The pressure gradient force (left) is
balanced by the viscous stress (middle) and the buoyancy forces (right). The
Stokes is a linear equation and admits an instantaneous solution which is sat-
isfied at all times. Solutions to the Stokes equation are non-turbulent, which
means that they can be adequately resolved without parameterizing turbulent
eddies.

In general, the Stokes equation is dependent on the temperature field through
the buoyancy and viscosity terms. The viscosity is taken to be temperature
dependent [FB09][Tac00b].

2.3 Heat Equation

However, the Stokes equation does not exist in isolation. The buoyancy of
fluid parcels is dependent on the temperature. In this case, the linear Boussi-
nesq approximation (eq. 3) to the compressibility of materials is applied, so
the buoyancy is linear with the excess temperature above the adiabat T − T̄a
[Wan04][DC01][FB09][Mor+14]. Here, α is the compressibility constant, ρ̄ is
the reference density along the adiabat, and ∆ρ is the excess buoyancy.

∆ρ = −αρ̄(T − T̄a) (3)

The temperature field evolves according to the heat equation (eq. 4), which
can be derived from local conservation of energy [Ric07]. The equation describes
how change in temperature of a fluid parcel, as you are advected along with it
(left term), is governed by the diffusion of heat (middle term) and a handful of
source terms. Here ρ is the density, cP the heat capacity, and κ the diffusivity.

ρcP

(
∂T

∂t
+ u · ∇T

)
= ρcPκ∇2T − ραg(u · r̂)T + Φ + ρQ (4)

Non-linearity enters the picture for the first time with the coupling of the
heat equation to Stokes flow in the velocity advection and viscous dissipation
terms, which are both dependent on the Stokes solution. Solutions to the com-
bined equations will no longer be linear and time-independent, and indeed will
show a great deal of time dependence and variability [Ric07].

There are a few important source terms in the heat equation. Φ = ε : σ
is the double tensor contraction of the strain and stress tensors and represents
viscous-dissipation, the frictional work done by the mantle released as heat. The
adiabatic term −ραg(u · r̂)T in the heat equation represents the temperature
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change caused by a fluid parcel rising or falling in the mantle. The release
of pressure on a rising fluid parcel allows it to expand and cool adiabatically
[Ric07][Mor+14]. In this treatment, latent heat is ignored, as there are no phase
changes implemented. Finally, there is the radiogenic source term ρQ, explained
in detail in a later section.

2.4 Rayleigh Number

The Rayleigh number comes from a non-dimensionalization of the buoyancy
term in the Stokes equation. It is defined like in equation 5 as the ratio of
the heat transported by advection as by conduction [Tac00b][Ric07]. Rayleigh
number is effectively a proxy for the vigor of convection.

RaD =
ρgαg∆TD3

η0κ
(5)

Here, ρ, g, α, ∆T , D, η0, and κ are the reference density, reference gravity,
compressibility, temperature drop, mantle depth, reference viscosity, and diffu-
sivity respectively. The Rayleigh number in CitcomS is given with the planet
radius [Mor+14] instead of the mantle depth. The radius Rayleigh number RaR,
which I mostly refrain from using in this paper to maintain continuity with Refs
[FB09][Tac00b], is converted to the mantle Rayleigh number RaD using the
following equation, where R is the radius.

RaD =
D3

R3
RaR ≈

RaR
10.97

(6)

2.5 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions are critical for determining the model’s behaviour. I
take the top and bottom velocity conditions for the Stokes equation as free-slip,
meaning that there is no horizontal stress imposed. The top temperature con-
dition is an isothermal cold non-dimensional temperature of zero. This feature
mimics the frigidity of the surface of the Earth compared to the mantle. The
surface temperature varies on too short an timescale and with too small an
amplitude to investigate those effects here.

The bottom temperature boundary condition defines two classes of mod-
els. A bottom-heated model passes heat through the core at the core-mantle
boundary (CMB). This can be accomplished either with a Dirichlet constant
temperature (of one), or a Neumann constant heat flux, or both. The mantle
flow in this case is a mixture of upwelling and downwelling and there are large
temperature gradients at the top and bottom of the mantle. The concentration
of heat in the relatively small volume directly surrounding the core generates
rapidly rising plumes. There are thought to be analogs to these model plumes
on Earth which create hotspots at the surface [DR92].
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Plumes may be important to mantle flow in the real world. For instance,
they carry approximately 20-40% of the internal heat of the Earth to the sur-
face [JLM07][LHB08]. Hot spots are correlated with divergent plate boundaries
[Zha04] and may guide their formation. The largest plumes derive from the
the CMB, although there is evidence of small-scale ones originating in the mid-
mantle [Zha04].

However, hot spots comprise a small fraction of the Earth’s surface area and
likely a small fraction of the mantle volume as well [Zha04][BKI15]. They are
small-wavelength phenomena which I treat as perturbations to a broader mantle
flow generated by internal radiogenic heating [DR92]. I have found, along with
Ref [FB09], that numerical plumes destroy plates and exert a disproportionate
amount of influence on surface structure at these resolutions. This finding is
not uniform, as Ref [CGU17], using a high-resolution model, found that plumes
sometimes interacted with ridges without destroying the plates. In these models
I neglect the contribution of plumes to the flow pattern and study only purely
internally heated models with no basal heat flux. Internally-heated models
generate heat uniformly throughout the bulk of the mantle. They show only
downwellings and have a flat temperature gradient from the CMB until the
lower lithosphere, the top, strong layer of the Earth.

2.6 Internal Heating

The internal heat generation of the rock itself is the source term Q in the heat
equation. Although theoretically, Q may find its origin from any process, the
dominant components are radiogenic and primordial heat [DR92]. In the real
world, this source is a function of position, and especially time, as natural ra-
dioactivity declines exponentially with the age of the rock. Most radioactivity in
the mantle today comes from uranium-235 and thorium-232 [JLM07]. At early
times in the Earth’s history, closer to the formation of the Solar System, other
elements like potassium were more prevalent, but their relatively short half-
lives have reduced their contribution [JLM07]. In this treatment, the internal
heating rate is held to be uniform and constant in order to study steady-state
convection.

2.7 Arrhenius Viscosity Law

The dominant control over the style of flow in the mantle is the rheology, the
treatment of the viscosity. An isoviscous mantle, in which the viscosity is spa-
tially uniform, leads to unphysically broad surface deformation.

η(T ) = η0 exp

(
Eη

T + Tη
− Eη

1 + Tη

)
(7)

Eη = ln(∆η)(Tη + T 2
η ) (8)

The viscosity of mantle rock is highly temperature dependent. In the same
way that warmed honey flows more fluidly, rock viscosity has a strongly expo-
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nential creep behaviour over such this large range of temperatures, set by the
melting temperature of the mantle rock (≈ 300 − 1600 K [Tac00b]). The vis-
cosity follows an Arrhenius law (eq. 7) where Eη is the activation energy of the
creeping flow (properly activation temperature, when non-dimensionalized in
this manner) and Tη is the offset temperature which controls the non-linearity.
In this experiment, Tη is unity. The activation energy Eη is chosen to ensure
the viscosity varies between 1 (T=0) and ∆η (T=1) by equation 8. It depends
only on the viscosity contrast ∆η, which is chosen to be either 104 (Eη = 18.43)
[FB09] or 105 (Eη = 23.03) [Tac00b].

There are two dominant power-law creeping mechanisms in Earth’s mantle.
Dislocation creep involves the propagation of dislocations, or discontinuities,
within the crystal lattice, and does not depend on the size of the crystalline
grains within the rock. Diffusion creep is the diffusion of holes within the crys-
talline lattice and is grain-size dependent [Ric07]. The two mechanisms have
different activation energies for olivine [FB17]. However, a full treatment of the
implementation of these laws would be against the design of this paper, as it
would both complicate the models and also make them less broadly relevant.
Furthermore, Newtonian temperature dependent convection can return results
similar to power-law convection [Chr84]. Therefore I choose a constant activa-
tion energy for the whole mantle, which is significantly lower than either that
of diffusion or dislocation creep, for computational reasons.

The Arrhenius law is often linearized into the Frank-Kamenetskii approxi-
mation for mantle simulations. Work has been done on the difference between
the two and found that the Arrhenius formulation gives more realistic thin
lithospheres [SH13]. My treatment uses the full Arrhenius dependence. The
temperature offset is low (unity), however, which results in a law close to the
linearization.

The effect of adding a temperature dependence to the viscosity is to the seal
the surface of the planet into a stagnant lid. The surface is cold, leading to a
highly viscous, strong lithosphere. The strength of the cold rock prevents any
motion at all. Deformation is very limited, and there is no surface structure
similar to Earth’s plate tectonics [FB09][MS98][Sol95][Chr84][OSZ91][Tac00a]
[Tac00b].

2.8 Pseudo-Plastic Yielding

The cornerstone of the theory of plate tectonics is the presence of strong plates
with weak plate boundaries which permit relative motion of the plates. I ac-
complish fracture of the surface by adding a plasticity term to the viscosity
law [FB09]. Essentially, at higher strain rates, the rock experiences Byerlee-
style faulting and shear zones and slides with less resistance, which results in
a lower viscosity [MS98]. Although microphysical laws empirically determined
from laboratory experiments can be applied, the essential behaviour is captured
by a pseudo-plastic rheological law [Tac00b].
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ηy(ε̇) = σy/2ε̇II (9)

ηeff (T, ε̇) =
1

1
η(T ) + 1

ηy(ε̇)

(10)

ε̇II =

√
1

2

∑
ij

ε̇2ij (11)

The viscosity decreases with the second invariant of the strain rate tensor
(eq. 11) according to equation 14. The rate of viscosity decrease depends on
the yield stress σy. This formulation is a proxy for a large number of physical
mechanisms [FB09]. The effective viscosity is the lower of the two viscosities
η(T ) and ηy(ε̇II). Although a simple minimum law can be applied [Tac00b], I
apply a smoother harmonic minimum law (eq. 10).

2.9 Scaling and Non-Dimensionalization

The equations presented here are non-dimensionalized to aid numerical simula-
tion and reduce the number of apparent material parameters [Mor+14]. I show
the scalings in the following equations with parameters chosen in Table 1. The
tildes represent non-dimensional quantities.

Time is scaled like equation 12. Equation 13 defines η0, the reference viscos-
ity, which I choose to be Rayleigh-number dependent in the manner following
[FB09]. The dimensional yield stress is presented in equation 14. It is dependent
on the Rayleigh number.

t =
R2

κ
t̃ ≈ 1287 Ga · t̃ (12)

η0 = 1023
106

RaR
(13)

σy =
η0κ

R2
σ̃y = 2423 MPa · σ̃y

RaR
(14)

Variable Meaning Value
Q Internal Heating 60 (7 TW)
κ Diffusivity 10−6 m2/s

∆T Temperature Drop 1300 K
R Radius 6371 km
D Mantle Depth 2871 km
g Reference Gravity 10 m/s2

Table 1: Values for the constants used in this experiment, taken from Refs.
[FB09][Tac00b].
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2.10 Finite-Element Code

The models are run with the finite element code CitcomS on a spherical annular
domain. The code discritizes the domain into finite elements and arranges the
temperatures, pressures, and velocities at each node into a vector. It sets up
a matrix which describes the discritized differential equations and inverts the
matrix against the vector, using a conjugate gradient Uzawa scheme, to get the
solution for the next timestep [Zho+07a]. The domain is split into 12 diamond-
shaped caps, each of which can run multiple processors in the two horizontal
directions and in the vertical. There are multiple nodes and volumes for each
processor. The volumes are approximately equal in size [Mor+14].

I use two resolutions in this experiment. The lower has 643 volumes per
cap for a total of over 3.1 million volumes requiring 192 processors, and the
higher has 1283 volumes per cap, with over 25 million total volumes requiring
768 processors to run effectively. I ran 4 models at low resolution and 15 at
the high resolution. I run the models on the Lonestar5 supercomputer located
in the Texas Advanced Computing Center in Austin, Texas. 1283 × 12 sized
models have been limited in previous works [FB09] by the required memory and
processing power and have been relegated to resolution tests [FB09][Tac00b]. I
use newly available computing power to run high-resolution models which allows
for study of high Rayleigh number and high viscosity contrast models.

The effects of hysteresis are very significant and the thermal evolutionary
pathway of the planet is a dominant control over its current state [WL12].
However, I ignore those effects in these models by restarting all of them from
one previously run plate-like model.

3 Analysis and Metrics

It is crucial to have more robust methods of analysis than visual inspection. I
use three common metrics to help determine the tectonic state of models and
measure quantitative changes between models in the same tectonic state.

3.1 Mobility

The simplest metric is mobility, the ratio of the surface velocity and the root-
mean-square bulk average velocity of the mantle interior. Plate-like and mobile
models tend to have high mobilities, approaching or even in excess of unity.
Stagnant models typically have near zero mobility due to the locked and frozen
surface [Tac00b][OSZ91].

M = vrms surf/vrms bulk (15)
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3.2 Toroidal-Poloidal Ratio

The incompressible velocity field on a spherical annular domain can be de-
composed using a form of Helmholtz decomposition into a series of spherical
harmonics. Unlike scalar fields, vector fields decompose into two families of
solutions, toroidal fields and poloidal fields, which sum together to a vector
field [Tac00b][BB02] which satisfies the conservation of mass equation. Poloidal
vector fields concern vertical overturning within the mantle and are expressed
on the surface by divergence and convergence. Toroidal fields are expressed by
strike-slip motion at the surface. Earth has a very significant toroidal compo-
nent to its velocity field [Tac00b][OGH91][A R+93].

TPR =

√
〈v2tor〉
〈v2pol〉

(16)

The metric, the toroidal-poloidal ratio (TPR, other papers RTP [Tac00b]), is
given by the ratio of the total power in the toroidal field to the total power in the
poloidal field (16). I take the powers up to degree 100. The value for the Earth is
about 0.5-0.6 over the last 120 Ma [A R+93]. Previous Cartesian-domain models
have succeeded in generating TPR values of around 0.4 [Tac00b]. Models in
the spherical domain, however, typically exhibit improved toroidal flow[HT08].
Refs. [FB09] and [HT08] managed TPR values for plate-like models up to 0.5.

3.3 Plateness

Plateness is another metric designed to test a model’s similarity to Earth-like
behaviour [Tac00b]. Plateness is defined by equation 17, below, where f80 is the
smallest fractional surface area which contains 80% of the total surface strain
rate. The theory of plate tectonics maintains that all strain happens at the plate
margins, a one-dimensional boundary which has no area. Theoretically then the
plateness for the Earth should be exactly unity. Although there is significant
deformation in plate interiors, such as along the Tibetan uplift, 80% of the
strain generation does occur over narrow (small but finite) margins, resulting
in a P value very close to unity [Tac00b][GS92]. The value 0.3 represents f80
for a spherical isoviscous model from [FB09], so the plateness is normalized to
zero for isoviscous models and reaches 1 at the most plate-like. Unlike Foley et
al. [FB09], I do not exclude strain rates under 3% of the maximum, since I did
not find them to over-contribute to the strain summation.

P = 1− f80
0.3

(17)

3.4 Classifying State

I classify models into tectonic state based on the following criteria adapted
from previous works [FB09][Tac00b]. Stagnant models have a very low mobility,
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below 0.1. Episodic models have a large-amplitude periodic behaviour, which is
most distinctive in the bulk average temperature and the mobility, but pervades
all the model’s metrics. I found no easy way to distinguish mobile and plate-like
models, because in the smooth transition between the two, models may have
characteristics of both. I choose between the two by visual inspection of the
flow fields and surface patterns. Models whose convective flow seemed mostly
dominated by drip-like downwellings, I deem mobile, whereas I call models
with plate boundaries and more sheet-like downwellings plate-like. Foley et
al. [FB09] also suggest that plate-like states can be recognized by a minimum
in the standard deviation of mobility compared to mobile and episodic models.
I find no episodic models and so cannot apply this finding.

4 Results

4.1 Summary of Models

I use the metrics outlined above to classify the models according to tectonic
state. I show the results in the Rayleigh number/yield stress parameter space in
Figure 2. I find that the scaled yield stress of the plate-like/stagnant transition
is constant with Rayleigh number.

With the four low viscosity contrast (∆η = 104) models (Fig. 2), I recre-
ate results described in Foley and Becker [FB09]. I find a plate-like/episodic
transition at a yield stress of around 150 MPa and a transition from episodic to
stagnant lid at approximately 250 MPa.

I find only no episodic models at a viscosity contrast of 105. The overall
lack of episodic models holds true not only for those presented in this paper,
but also others which I previously studied but are not documented here. This
result contrasts with the easily visible episodic models at ∆η = 104 [FB09].
Furthermore, I find that the transition between plate-like and stagnant models
occurs at a yield stress of around 50-60 MPa, significantly lower than the ∆η =
104 case.

There is not a well-defined transition from the plate-like regime to the mo-
bile regime. As the yield stress decreases, the plate-like downwellings gradually
change into the droplet form of pure mobile behaviour. Under 10-20 MPa, how-
ever, there is very little resemblance to plate tectonics. Those models are not
documented in the phase space below because mobile models take an extraor-
dinarily long model time to reach steady state.

The models exhibit symmetric sheet-like downwellings and do not form pure
transform boundaries, but instead mix divergent and transform motion [Tac00a].
The plate boundaries are also broad compared to the Earth [Tac00a]. The
convergent margins are thin, but the divergent and strike-slip boundaries are
diffuse as shown by [ZGM98] and seen in [FB09][Tac00b].
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Figure 1: Surface viscosities and velocity vectors (left column) and internal
temperature fields (right column) for high-viscosity contrast models (∆η = 105,
RaD = 106). Since the surface temperature is uniformly zero, the viscosity
pattern is entirely due to plastic weakening. The broad deformation on the
surface in the top model (24 MPa) indicates that it is approaching the mobile
regime, although it is still classified as plate-like. The middle model (60 MPa)
is fully plate-like, while the bottom-right (72 MPa) is stagnant. The stagnant
model shows the small-wavelength nature of stagnant flow. These flow pat-
terns are typical of models in these tectonic states. Metrics for these models
are as follows: top mobility(M)=1.1, plateness(P)=0.85, toroidal-poloidal ra-
tio(TPR)=0.25, middle M=1.2, P=0.84, TPR=0.39, bottom M=0.0053 (others
meaningless).
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Figure 2: Rayleigh number/yield stress parameter space for ∆η = 104 (top),
adapted from Foley [FB09], and my results for ∆η = 105 models (bottom).
For ∆η = 104, my results are shown in the colored symbols and line up well
with Foley’s results. For ∆η = 105, the plate-like stagnant transition happens
around 60-80 MPa and is independent of Ra. Models below 30 MPa show some
characteristics of mobile behaviour, but I choose to still classify those presented
as plate-like because of the visible plate boundaries and large-amplitude heat-
flux behaviour.
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4.2 Typical Behaviour

In Figure 3, I show the time-dependence of the surface heat flux. In steady
state, each of the models heat flux oscillates around a non-dimensional value
of 17, which balances the internal heat generation. This corresponds to about
13 mW/m2, a factor of about 5 lower than Earth’s 80 mW/m2 [FB09]. This
discrepancy is largely due to a thicker lithosphere than seen on the Earth (see
Discussion section regarding non-linearity of the viscosity law). However, the
time-dependence of the heat flow varies significantly between tectonic states.
Stagnant models, whose flow is dominated by short wavelength convection and
then conduction through the lithosphere, exhibit near-constant heat flow. The
amplitude of the heat flux around the mean is tiny. Episodic models, by contrast,
show the largest amplitude changes, with huge spikes in heat flow corresponding
to the uplifting of hot mantle material to replace the cold lithosphere as it peels
away. After the spike, the heat flow dips below the mean and recovers slowly.
The whole mantle had been cooled by the introduction of the cold material,
thereby reducing the heat flux at the surface which returns to the mean as
internal heat generation warms the mantle. These findings are similar to Ref.
[FB09].

Mobile models have a low amplitude around the mean because even a small
negative buoyancy can cause a drip, so even minor temperature differences are
ironed out quickly. Plate-like models show very non-linear heat flux variations,
with an amplitude intermediate between mobile and episodic. The patterns are
very time dependent, and in a manner unlike the quasi-periodic fluctuations of
episodic heat flow. They show larger amplitudes and lower overall frequencies,
as well as less regularity. For instance, there are quiet periods (0.03-0.04) and
periods of high activity (0.045-0.07). The overall behaviour is non-linear.

Figure 3: Time dependence of the surface heat fluxes of four models with ∆η =
104, RaD = 106 in steady-state. The mobile model has yield stress 24 MPa,
plate-like 96 MPa, episodic 192 MPa, and stagnant 384 MPa. A non-dimensional
time of 0.05 scales to 64 Ga. A surface heat flux of 17 scales to 13 mW/m2,
balancing 7 TW internal heat production.
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Figure 4: Time-averaged temperature, root-mean square velocity, and viscosity
horizontally-averaged depth profiles for the same models in Fig. 3 above. Mobile
and plate-like models experience a warm mid-mantle, a product of cool material
from the surface bypassing, and not stagnating at, intermediate depths. Instead
the material falls straight to the CMB, at once cooling the base and pushing mid-
mantle material, which had time to warm unaffected, higher. The temperature
curve for the stagnant model very clearly shows the transition from conduction-
dominated (low velocity, linear temperature gradient) to advection-dominated
heat transport (no temperature gradient) at 500 km depth. Episodic models
mix characteristics from stagnant and plate-like models.

Figure 5: Time-dependent behaviour of a set of models in all tectonic states
(∆η = 104, RaD = 106). The episodic behaviour of the yellow line is hidden by
the short time window. A time of 0.015 corresponds to 19 Ga.

The nature of the time dependence of these metrics in Figure 5 is some-
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what more opaque. The mobile models show relatively constant mobility, plate-
ness, and TPR, but with sharp spikes of activity corresponding to sudden drips
and velocity changes. In fact, the only model which shows significant time-
dependence of the mobility on this short timescale is the plate-like model, which
has several long periods of reduced mobility. The episodic model shows large
swings over a longer timescale. The plateness values of the stagnant model,
although high, are meaningless in this context since there is very little overall
strain rate at the stagnant surface.

4.3 Effect of Viscosity Contrast

Figure 6: Surface strain rate of two plate-like models (RaD = 106) for viscosity
contrasts of 104 (left) and 105 (right)

On a qualitative level, the plate-like models improve with increased viscosity
contrast. Plate boundaries, especially convergent ones, are narrower and more
sharply defined, with large velocity gradients. Instead, only larger ranges of
viscosities allow large parts of the surface to remain intact while the deformation
occurs over a smaller linear scale. The area of deformation does not differ
dramatically (see similar plateness values in Fig. 7), however, Figure 6 shows
that the surface has smaller plates.

Figure 7 shows the time averages of a set of metrics and their standard devi-
ations. The yield stress of the transition from plate-like to stagnant decreases to
60 MPa from 150 MPa, showing a displacement in the temperatures and other
metrics. The velocities are overall lower in the ∆η = 105 case, but the mobility
and plateness increase. However, TPR values remain constant.

Figures 8 and 9 show the surface toroidal and poloidal powers and TPR
values, respectively, as a function of convective degree. TPR decreases as a
function of degree after peaking in degree 2. However, TPR is overall higher for
the lower viscosity contrast ∆η = 104. Additionally, the total power decreases
as a function of viscosity contrast.
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Figure 7: Time averages of several metrics: the bulk averaged temperature, the
mid-mantle temperature, root-mean-square velocity, and mobility, plateness,
and TPR. The error bars correspond to one standard deviation. The values
are shown as a function of yield stress and viscosity contrast for models at
RaD = 106. The yield stress values are perturbed slightly to give better visibility
where the values overlap. Missing data (∆η = 105, stagnant, at 92 MPa), in
the bottom middle and right plots only, are not plotted.

Figure 8: Mean surface poloidal (left) and toroidal (right) powers as a function of
degree for degrees 1-10, for plate-like models as a function of ∆η at RaD = 106.
Toroidal power is lower than poloidal power overall by a factor of around 5-
7. Poloidal fields show a monotonic decrease in power as a function of degree,
while toroidal fields peak in degree 2. The total power decreases as a function
of viscosity contrast because of the decrease in overall velocity (see Fig. 7).
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Figure 9: Surface TPR as a function of degree for degrees 1-10, for plate-like
models as a function of ∆η at RaD = 106. TPR decreases as a function of
degree after peaking in degree 2.

4.4 Effect of Rayleigh Number at High Viscosity Contrast

In this section, I present results concerning the effect of the high Rayleigh num-
ber on the convection patterns of these models at ∆η = 105. The three mantle
Rayleigh numbers (RaD considered are 9 × 105, 9 × 106, and 9 × 107, which I
denote 106, 107, and 108 for brevity.

In Fig. 10, we see that the Rayleigh number has an important effect on
the surface expression of flow. Increased Ra sharpens the plate boundaries and
fractures the surface into more plate-like regions. The higher convective vigor
has more small-wavelength flow and so generates fine structure on the surface.

Figure 10: The surface strain rate for two plate-like models (∆η = 105, σy = 48
MPa) at RaD = 107 (left) and RaD = 108 (right). The higher RaD model on
the right shows shorter plate boundaries which roll forward and peel off slices of
the lithosphere, unlike the large sheet-like downwellings seen on the real Earth.
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Figure 11: Time averages of a range of metrics. The error bars correspond to
one standard deviation. The values are shown as a function of yield stress and
mantle Rayleigh number at viscosity contrast 105. The yield stress values are
perturbed slightly to give better visibility where the values overlap. Missing
data in the bottom middle and right plots are not plotted. The bottom set of
figures show that the mobility does not change with increased Rayleigh number,
while the TPR increases. The plateness does not show a significant trend up or
down. Additionally, the Ra = 108 models show large standard deviations across
all metrics.

Figure 12: Mean surface poloidal (left) and toroidal (right) powers as a function
of degree for degrees 1-10, at high viscosity contrast and as a function of Rayleigh
number. Toroidal power is lower than poloidal power overall by a factor of
around 7. Poloidal fields show a monotonic decrease in power as a function
of degree, while toroidal fields peak in degree 2. Power increases across the
spectrum as a function of Rayleigh number, a function of the increased overall
velocity (see Fig. 11 above).
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Figure 13: Surface TPR as a function of degree for degrees 1-10, at high viscosity
contrast and as a function of Rayleigh number. TPR decreases as a function of
degree after peaking in degree 2. TPR increases as a function of Ra by around
a factor of 1.2-1.5 for each factor of 10 Ra increase, at degrees greater than 5.
Degrees 3 and 4 show reduced TPR compared to degree 2.

In Fig. 11, I show the temporal averages of the metrics as a function of
Rayleigh number. As Ra increases, corresponding increases in velocity cause the
temperature to drop. The mobility remains practically constant. The plateness
does not seem to change greatly from 0.8. However, TPR increases significantly,
reaching the Earth-like values of 0.5-0.6 [A R+93]. The highest Rayleigh number
also shows significant increases in the standard deviation of all metrics.

Figs. 12 and 9 display the toroidal-poloidal powers and TPR as a function
of convective degree. The increase in velocity increased the total power overall
as a function of Rayleigh number. The TPR did not show such a coherent
change, but at high degrees, the TPR increased as a function of degree. TPR
increases as a function of Ra by around a factor of 1.2-1.5 for each factor of
10 Ra increase, at degrees greater than 5. Degrees 3 and 4 show reduced TPR
compared to degree 2.

4.5 Resolution Test

For each model in the ∆η = 104 viscosity contrast (Ra = 106) case, I ran two
identical models with differing resolutions, one at 643× 12 and one at 1283× 12
volumes. I compare the time-dependence of the surface heat flux in Fig. 14. For
both the mobile and the plate-like case, the solutions begin to diverge quickly, a
natural effect of the non-linear nature of the convection code, seen also in Foley
et al [FB09]. However, the metric averages show little to no change (Fig. 15),
indicating the models are statistically identical.

I conclude that 1283×12, which I used in all other models, is an appropriate
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resolution. Although I have not yet run a high-resolution test at the highest Ra
and ∆η (see Discussion section), I saw no evidence of characteristic numerical
glitches in the velocity fields, which show up as diamond patterns following the
cap structure and which indicate numerical failure.

Future work could improve understanding by analyzing the statistical prop-
erties of the two flows after they reached steady-state. Specifically, one can
compare the amplitude, shape, and frequency of the oscillations of the heat flux
using Fourier transforms.

Figure 14: Surface heat flux compared between mobile (top) and plate-like (bot-
tom) models with 643×12 and 1283×12 resolution. A time of 0.03 corresponds
to 38 Ga. The mobile models diverge sooner and are uncorrelated by around
0.01, while the plate-like models lose coherence around time 0.02.
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Figure 15: Comparison of model metric averages for low (643 × 12 volumes)
and high resolution (1283 × 12 volumes) at RaD = 106. There is very little
change overall, indicating that at least the low resolution models are statistically
indentical across resolution. The high resolution models are slightly cooler and
in mobile and plate-like cases show improved fractionally improved plateness by
around 1-3%.

5 Discussion

Overall, this work is a step towards self-consistent generation of Earth-style
plate tectonics in models. Simply increasing the Rayleigh number to Earth-
like values gives considerable improvement compared to previous models in the
TPR values and surface structure. Perhaps this result is not surprising, but it
confirms that to generate appropriate behaviour similar to the Earth, one must
start with a model with the correct Rayleigh number. The viscosity contrast is
also important, but remains below realistic values.

My models lack many important components of the real-Earth system in
an effort to study basic convection. I do not include continents, for instance,
although there is evidence to suggest that they improve degree-2 convection
[Zho+07b].

I find no episodic models at a high viscosity contrast. The episodic regime is
less stable of a state than the others, and more of a chaotic oscillation between
the plate-like and stagnant states. At higher viscosity contrasts, the range of
this meta-stable episodic behaviour narrows to the point of being invisible.

5.1 Future Work

I intend to do additional work to narrow down the ∆η = 105 plate-like/stagnant
transition, especially at high Rayleigh numbers. This will permit me to make a
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definitive conclusion about the transition dependence on Ra. I will also perform
an ultra-high resolution test (2563 × 12 volumes) to ensure that the highest
Rayleigh number and viscosity contrast models are properly resolved at 1283×12
volumes.

Although in this paper I present the toroidal and poloidal powers on the
surface as a function of degree, a more commonly used test of the dominant
degree of convection lies in the temperature field. I plan to take temperature
power spectra as a function of depth, following the example of Ref [FB09]. The
results from that work show the dominance of degree-1 convection for plate-like
models at low viscosity contrast, where the Earth mostly runs at degree-2.

In an effort to make the viscosity laws reflect the Earth better I intend to
introduce an asthenosphere, a weak layer under the lithosphere. This layer is
easily visible in seismic tomography as the Mohorovicic discontinuity at 5-10
km depth in the oceans [Lov58]. It is caused by partial melting where the
temperature exceeds the solidus [TP97][Was+03]. In the Earth there is also
a prominent viscosity increase at 670 km [DR92][Tac00a]. In models, I will
implement this effect as a pre-factor of 50 in the viscosity.

Refs [Tac00b] and [FB09] and have done work exploring depth-dependent
yield stress, taking cue from the pressure-dependent activation of the yield stress
[Tac00a][MS98] . Although I have not discuss that here, I and others have found
improved plate-like behaviour.

I further intend to examine in detail the non-linearity of the Arrhenius viscos-
ity law. Preliminary results have shown that mild increases in non-linearity give
more plate-like surface patterns and improved metrics. However, non-linearity
also exhibits control over the yield stress parameter space of plate-like motion.

All of these adjustments can be compared to the base models to determine
how to improve Earth-like qualities. The plateness, the dominant degree of
convection, and the surface pattern especially could show improvement towards
a more Earth-like nature. Other future improvements lies in more heterogeneous
models or those with rheologies which allow one-sided subduction and fault
reactivation.

A promising avenue of research lies in the implementation of strain and
strain damage for reactivation of old faults [FB19] into 3-D spherical models.
Although this concept has existed for decades [Tac00c], the resources to explore
this in a comprehensive way has just recently become available.

The imposition of continental material using the tracer ratio method [TK03],
with a lighter buoyancy and stronger yield stress [Tac00c], is another fruitful area
of study. Models continents have been shown to give one-sided downwellings
[Tac00b] like seen on the Earth [Zha04]. In general, more processes are related to
this phenomena, such as hydration of slabs [GCY08], and it is not only observed
at continent-ocean interfaces. However, addition of continents would allow for
study of the dynamics of the super-continental Wilson cycle [Zho+07b].
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6 Conclusion

The generation of plate tectonics from mantle convection is a complex problem.
In this paper I took advantage of new-found computation resources to simulate
convection at Earth-like Rayleigh numbers for a whole range of models.

I confirmed mobile, plate-like, and stagnant tectonic states persist up to
high Ra and viscosity contrast, but episodic models disappear at ∆η = 105.
The plate-like/stagnant transition seems to be independent of Rayleigh number
and occurs at a constant yield stress of 60-80 MPa.

I investigated the effects of increased viscosity contrast and found higher
velocities and generally higher mobility and plateness. The higher viscosity
contrast showed plate-like behaviour on a reduced range of yield stress, from
10-60 MPa, compared to Foley and Becker’s [FB09] 75-210 MPa.

I explored the parameter space at Rayleigh numbers within the Earth-like
range. At the highest Rayleigh number, I found models with Earth-like TPR
values, with averages above 0.5, and with plateness above 0.8.

I performed a resolution test on relatively low Ra and viscosity contrast
models which showed excellent agreement. To that end, I consider 643 × 12
an acceptable resolution for models under RaD = 106, ∆η = 104. However, a
resolution of 1283 × 12 is necessary for more intensive models.

I finally discussed a list of improvements to make to these models to bring
them accurately recreate the physics and patterns observed in the real-world
mantle convection.
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